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Abstract
Document-level Neural Machine Translation aims to increase the quality of neural translation models by taking into account
contextual information. Properly modelling information beyond the sentence level can result in improved machine translation
output in terms of coherence, cohesion and consistency. Suitable corpora for context-level modelling are necessary to both
train and evaluate context-aware systems, but are still relatively scarce. In this work we describe TANDO, a document-level
corpus for the under-resourced Basque-Spanish language pair, which we share with the scientific community. The corpus is
composed of parallel data from three different domains and has been prepared with context-level information. Additionally, the
corpus includes contrastive test sets for fine-grained evaluations of gender and register contextual phenomena on both source
and target language sides. To establish the usefulness of the corpus, we trained and evaluated baseline Transformer models
and context-aware variants based on context concatenation. Our results indicate that the corpus is suitable for fine-grained
evaluation of document-level machine translation systems.
Keywords: Document-level Machine Translation, Parallel Corpus, Contrastive tests, Basque, Spanish

1. Introduction
Neural machine translation (NMT) typically performs
translation by considering sentences in isolation, ignor-
ing discursive phenomena (Bahdanau et al., 2015; Lu-
ong et al., 2015; Vaswani et al., 2017). Despite the
improvements achieved at the sentence level, inconsis-
tencies due to the lack of extra-sentential information
raise important issues in terms of coherence, cohesion
and consistency (Läubli et al., 2018; Toral et al., 2018;
Voita et al., 2019b). Context-aware NMT is currently
an active area of research and has notably been in-
cluded among the shared tasks at the WMT conference
series in recent years (Barrault et al., 2019; Barrault et
al., 2020).
Despite initial advances in context-aware models that
tackle the generation of consistent and coherent trans-
lations in context, advances in this field are hampered
by two main issues. First, parallel corpora that include
contextual information are relatively scarce (Liu and
Zhang, 2020). Second, standard machine translation
(MT) metrics, such as BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002),
are usually not sensitive to improvements at the extra-
sentential level (Wong and Kit, 2012; Sennrich, 2017).
This work aims to address both of the aforementioned
deficiencies. Regarding the first issue, we prepared a
novel parallel dataset that includes contextual infor-
mation for the Basque-Spanish language pair, cover-
ing different domains such as literature, subtitles and
varied news. To address the second issue, we pre-
pared several contrastive test sets aimed at evaluating
the ability of NMT models to handle common contex-
tual errors in Basque-Spanish translation, namely gen-

*These authors contributed equally to this work

der and register selection. Our contrastive test sets in-
clude cases where the relevant contextual information
is either in the source or in the target language, to ad-
dress the need for contextual coherence in both cases.
The TANDO corpus, which includes both parallel and
contrastive datasets, is shared with the community for
research purposes.1.
To assess the validity of the corpora, and to provide ref-
erence results for future studies, we trained and evalu-
ated context-aware model baselines on the corpora. For
the purposes of this study, we selected a simple yet ef-
ficient approach, namely context concatenation (Tiede-
mann and Scherrer, 2017), and explored several vari-
ants that exploit source and target contextual informa-
tion.
Our contributions can thus be summarised as follows:

• A multi-domain corpus for Basque-Spanish, suit-
able for context-aware NMT.

• Novel contrastive datasets for fine-grained evalu-
ations of contextual phenomena.

• Baseline evaluation results, with context-aware
models trained and evaluated on the prepared
datasets.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows:
Section 2 presents related work; Section 3 describes
the corpora and preparation methodology; Section 4
presents the different NMT models trained and eval-
uated on the corpora; Section 5 presents experimental
results; Section 6 draws conclusions from this work.

1The corpus is available under a Creative Commons CC-
BY-NC-SA 4.0 license and can be downloaded at the follow-
ing address: https://github.com/Vicomtech/tando

https://github.com/Vicomtech/tando
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2. Related Work
A variety of studies have tackled document-level ap-
proaches within the framework of statistical machine
translation (Hardmeier and Federico, 2010; Tiede-
mann, 2010; Gong et al., 2011; Xiao et al., 2011; Web-
ber, 2014). Within NMT, context modelling has re-
ceived increasing attention in recent years, with a sig-
nificant number of context-aware models reporting im-
provements over non-contextual baselines (Jean et al.,
2017a; Wang et al., 2017; Tiedemann and Scherrer,
2017; Miculicich et al., 2018; Maruf and Haffari, 2018;
Zhang et al., 2018; Junczys-Dowmunt, 2019; Voita et
al., 2019a; Maruf et al., 2019; Xu et al., 2020; Ma et
al., 2020; Jauregi Unanue et al., 2020; Mansimov et al.,
2021).
Determining the actual impact of context modelling in
NMT is not straightforward, in particular, because im-
provements in translation metrics may be attributed to
context-driven regularisation, which can act as a noise
generator, especially with small-scale data (Kim et al.,
2019; Li et al., 2020). However, other recent stud-
ies have shown that contextual information can indeed
help capture discursive phenomena that cannot be mod-
elled at the sentence level (Liu and Zhang, 2020; Rik-
ters and Nakazawa, 2021; Xu et al., 2021; Mansimov
et al., 2021).
The simplest method to perform translation at the doc-
ument level is by concatenating context sentences to
the sentence to be translated (Agrawal et al., 2018;
Tiedemann and Scherrer, 2017). This simple tech-
nique achieves performances comparable to that of
more sophisticated approaches, in particular, in high-
resource scenarios (Lopes et al., 2020). An alternative
approach is to take advantage of sentence-level mod-
els by refining their translations using reinforcement
learning (Xiong et al., 2019; Mansimov et al., 2021)
or by adding a component that learns to post-edit er-
rors produced by the context-agnostic system (Voita et
al., 2019a). Finally, several studies centre on mod-
elling contextual information by modifying the NMT
architecture. These include multi-encoder approaches,
which encode context sentences separately via dedi-
cated encoders (Jean et al., 2017b; Zhang et al., 2018;
Li et al., 2020). Along these lines, hierarchical archi-
tectures have been explored by Wang et al. (2017)
and Tan et al. (2019). Dynamic memory compo-
nents, which store information from previous transla-
tions, have also been proposed for context modelling
in NMT (Tu et al., 2018; Kuang et al., 2018; Maruf
and Haffari, 2018). More recently, Xu et al. (2021)
represent a complete document as a graph connecting
relevant contexts and Morishita et al. (2021) proposed
to include contextual information in a mini-batch.
Most existing models establish a fixed contextual win-
dow of preceding or following sentences (Zhang et al.,
2018; Voita et al., 2018; Voita et al., 2019b; Yang
et al., 2019; Rikters and Nakazawa, 2021), as long-
distance context can be challenging to model (Junczys-

Dowmunt, 2019; Tan et al., 2019; Zheng et al., 2020;
Sun et al., 2020). Additionally, experiments in Kim
et al. (2019) and Fernandes et al. (2021) show that
only a limited portion of the context may be useful,
with long-range context resulting in degraded transla-
tion quality. Several studies have noted that only a por-
tion of the context is relevant at a given time, and fo-
cused on selecting relevant contextual data irrespective
of distance to the sentence to be translated (Jean and
Cho, 2019; Kimura et al., 2019; Maruf et al., 2019; Xu
et al., 2021). Along similar lines, Kang et al. (2020)
explicitly select a variable number of context sentences
for each sentence.
Another relevant issue is the use of source or target con-
text. While Yang et al. (2019) and Zhang et al. (2018)
only use source-side context, for instance, other ap-
proaches also include target hypotheses (Bawden et al.,
2018; Agrawal et al., 2018; Maruf and Haffari, 2018;
Yamagishi and Komachi, 2019; Xu et al., 2021).
To properly assess the usefulness of contextual in-
formation for translation, specific types of test sets
have been introduced, in addition to standard refer-
ence metrics. Contrastive test sets (Sennrich, 2017)
thus measure the accuracy of models on a ranking
task between correct and incorrect translations on data
that feature elements sensitive to contextual informa-
tion. Several contrastive tests focus on pronoun trans-
lation, for instance, ContraPro (Müller et al., 2018) for
English-German, and the datasets described in Lopes
et al. (2020) and Bawden et al. (2018) for English-
French. Other test benchmarks target phenomena such
as politeness, consistency, ellipsis and lexical cohe-
sion, in different language pairs: Bawden et al. (2018)
for English-French, Voita et al. (2019b) for English-
Russian, Nagata and Morishita (2020) for Japanese-
English and Rios Gonzales et al. (2017) for German-
English, for instance.

3. Corpora
Our document-level corpora centre on the Basque-
Spanish language pair and include data from different
domains: literature, media content subtitles, proceed-
ings of the Basque Parliament, and news.
We first created train, test and development partitions
from the available data in the aforementioned domains,
as described in Section 3.1. Additionally, we prepared
constrastive datasets focusing on specific contextual
phenomena involving gender and register (Section 3.2),
to support the evaluation of context-aware models.

3.1. Base Corpora
For the base corpora, three domains were selected as
they contained sufficient data to prepare datasets with
contextual information, namely EhuHAC, a collection
of literary documents; EiTB, a collection of compara-
ble news; and OpenSubs, a collection of subtitles.
The detailed characteristics of each domain are pro-
vided in the next sections, along with domain-specific
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processes. For all three domains, the goal was to extract
blocks of contiguous aligned sentences that could form
part of a large multi-domain corpus, suitable to train
and evaluate context-aware NMT models. The overall
process was similar across domains and consisted of
the following steps:

• Document alignment, via either metadata infor-
mation or content-based alignment processes.

• For each aligned document pair:

– Sentence splitting and text normalisation (to-
kenisation and truecasing), performed with
scripts from the Moses toolkit (Koehn et al.,
2007).

– Sentence alignment, with the relevant tools
for the considered data.

– Filtering of sentence pairs under a specific
alignment threshold.

• Context block preparation:

– A valid context block consists of a sequence
of n aligned sentence pairs, n > 1.

– Each discarded sentence-aligned pair resets a
new contextual block, i.e. no context block
could contain non-contiguous sequences of
aligned sentence pairs.

Each corpus prepared from data in the three specified
domains was then split into train, development and test
partitions via uniform sampling, taking into account the
specifics of each domain, as described in the following
sections.

3.1.1. EhuHAC
The EHUHAC corpus is made up of a collection of
137 classic books and includes their translations into
Basque, English, French and Spanish2. The collection
includes classic works of philosophy (”Metaphysics”
by Aristotle), literature (”The Lady of the Camellias”
by Alexandre Dumas), and the Bible3. The corpus was
compiled and aligned at sentence level by the Basque
Language Institute of the University of the Basque
Country in 2015 (Sarasola et al., 2015). Based on
this alignment, the parallel Spanish-Basque corpus was
processed to adapt it to the needs of contextual machine
translation.
The original corpus maintains context information,
considering the book in its entirety as a single docu-
ment, but this range of context was excessively broad
for our purposes. Since the books consist of chap-
ters, sections and subsections, the original documents
were divided using heuristics that searched for section
headings. Specifically, a document division was in-
cluded each time a sentence was found that began with

2https://www.ehu.eus/ehg/hac/
3Full list of books in https://www.ehu.eus/ehg/hac/liburua

the word ”chapter”, ”section”, ”part” or ”volume” (or
its equivalents in Basque and Spanish), followed by a
number.
Additionally, it was necessary to apply a filter to elim-
inate misaligned parallel sentences. For this purpose,
the sentence pairs that met one of the following heuris-
tics were filtered out: (1) pairs for which neither the
source nor the target sentence existed or (2) pairs for
which the length ratio between sentences exceeded 1:3.
After this preprocessing, the sentences were divided
into training, development and test sets. For this pur-
pose, complete documents consisting of a minimum
of 10 sentences and a maximum of 50 sentences were
randomly selected until a minimum of 1000 sentences
were collected for development and 2000 for testing.
The remaining data were kept in the training set.

3.1.2. EiTB
The EITB corpus is composed of news independently
produced in Basque and Spanish by the Basque pub-
lic broadcaster EiTB4. The corpus is strongly compara-
ble and has been exploited as a source of parallel data
for the under-resourced Basque-Spanish language pair
(Etchegoyhen et al., 2016).
The original documents were first aligned with DO-
CAL (Etchegoyhen and Azpeitia, 2016a), a lightweight
content-based document aligner with high accuracy
across domains and language pairs (Azpeitia and
Etchegoyhen, 2019).
Since the data are comparable in nature, sentence align-
ment was performed on each document pair with a ded-
icated tool, namely the STACC aligner (Etchegoyhen
and Azpeitia, 2016b), in its version with lexical weight-
ing (Azpeitia et al., 2017), using an alignment threshold
of 0.15.
News documents in the corpus were short on average,
which led to discarding significant portions of the orig-
inal data as a consequence of constraining contextual
blocks to contain only contiguous alignments.
Test and development sets were prepared with ad-
ditional constraints, to maximise their utility. First,
all alignments containing less than 50% of alphanu-
meric characters were discarded to remove pairs such
as sports results. Additionally, only contextual blocks
of at least 5 contiguous aligned sentence pairs were se-
lected for these datasets to ensure minimal context rep-
resentation at validation and testing time.

3.1.3. OpenSubtitles
The OpenSubtitles platform5 is a free collaborative
platform for creating and sharing series and movies
subtitles. It is a growing platform and constitutes one
of the largest freely available subtitle databases, with
more than 3 million subtitles in more than 60 lan-
guages. From a linguistic perspective, subtitles cover a
large number of genres (series, movies, documentaries,

4Euskal Irrati Telebista: https://www.eitb.eus
5https://www.opensubtitles.org/

https://www.ehu.eus/ehg/hac/
https://www.ehu.eus/ehg/hac/liburua
https://www.eitb.eus
https://www.opensubtitles.org/
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DOMAIN TRAIN (MIN/MAX/AVG) DEV (MIN/MAX/AVG) TEST (MIN/MAX/AVG)

EHUHAC 513,613 (2/160/9) 1009 (10/49/20) 2024 (10/49/19)
EITB 472,963 (2/198/3) 1027 (5/14/6) 2017 (5/14/6)
OPENSUBS 785,478 (10/50/42) 1037 (25/50/46) 2085 (10/50/42)

MERGED 1,753,726 (2/198/8) 3051 (5/50/12) 6078 (5/50/13)

Table 1: Corpora statistics (#sentence pairs). MIN, MAX and AVG indicate the minimum, maximum and average
context sizes, respectively

shows...) with colloquial, informal, formal or narra-
tive language. Due to these characteristics, subtitle data
may feature interesting phenomena for context-aware
machine translation, such as deixis and ellipsis.
The OpenSubtitles2016 parallel corpus (Lison and
Tiedemann, 2016), has been generated from the sub-
titles of the OpenSubtitles platform by preprocessing
and aligning subtitles for different language pairs. For
our purposes, we used the parallel corpus correspond-
ing to the Basque-Spanish language pair in the OPUS
repository6 (Tiedemann, 2012), and used the informa-
tion related to the original documents to establish the
context of the sentence pairs.
A further analysis of the dataset indicated noise in the
original alignments and we therefore applied several
filtering rules to avoid spurious sentence pairs, thus
removing pairs where either the source or the target
was missing, or the length ratio between sentences ex-
ceeded 1:3, or the sentences consisted only of punctua-
tion symbols.
After applying these filtering rules, contextual flow
was broken in some of the documents, and therefore,
they were then divided into sub-documents of smaller
context. All contexts below 10 pairs were discarded
and those above 50 sentences were split. For the dev
and test sets, randomly selected context blocks were
merged until 1000 and 2000 sentences were obtained,
respectively. The rest of the documents were used as
training corpus.

3.1.4. Merged Corpus
The train, test and dev partitions from each of the three
domains were merged via simple concatenation to ob-
tain a joint corpus. Table 1 summarises the final data in
terms of parallel sentences.
With over 1.7 million Basque-Spanish parallel sen-
tences overall, the corpus provides a solid basis to train
and compare NMT models with context information on
this language pair. The merged test sets, which contain
approximately 6000 sentence pairs, enable the compu-
tation of reference metrics over significant samples that
represent the three selected domains.

3.2. Contrastive Corpora
To support a fine-grained evaluation of context-aware
models, in addition to the test sets described in the pre-
vious section, we prepared contrastive datasets aimed

6https://opus.nlpl.eu/

at evaluating the following phenomena for Basque to
Spanish translation:

• Pronouns are marked for gender in Spanish,
but not in Basque (e.g., zuek → vosotras
(fem.)/vosotros (masc.)). Context information is
therefore necessary to determine pronoun refer-
ences in Basque and generate correct translations.
A similar phenomenon occurs with some adjec-
tives (polita → bonita (fem.)/bonito (masc.)) and
nouns (ikasle → alumna (fem.)/alumno (masc.)).

• In Basque, although there are different forms for
formal and informal register, the use of formal ex-
pressions is widespread for both registers. This
can lead to the use of an incorrect register when
translating into Spanish, where both forms are
clearly marked.

Given the lack of sufficient data manifesting the above
phenomena in the test sets described in Section 3.1, ad-
ditional corpora were mined to prepare the contrastive
datasets, namely monolingual data from collected
books, TED talks, and proceedings of the Basque Par-
liament. Once context block samples had been col-
lected, along the lines described above, the mono-
lingual datasets were machine-translated with high-
quality generic in-house NMT models, professionally
post-edited to ensure the final quality of the transla-
tions, and manually revised to verify the accuracy of
contextual information in the final datasets.
In the literature domain, we mined books collected
from the Gutenberg and Elejandria repositories7, in
Basque or Spanish for the former, and Spanish for the
latter. For TED talks, we used the Basque-Spanish
2020 v1 dataset (Reimers and Gurevych, 2020) from
the OPUS repository, and mined relevant examples
in each language separately. Finally, parliamentary
speech transcriptions were collected from the Basque
Parliament plenary sessions.8 PDF files were crawled
to find relevant examples and text normalisation was
performed as described for the base corpora, on all col-
lected data.
The contrastive datasets reflecting the aforementioned
phenomena consist of two main separate sets for

7Respectively located at: https://www.gutenberg.org/ and
https://www.elejandria.com/

8Available online at: https://www.legebiltzarra.eus/

https://opus.nlpl.eu/
https://www.gutenberg.org/
https://www.elejandria.com/
https://www.legebiltzarra.eus/debates/c_debates_pleno_LGA.html
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Basque to Spanish translation, each consisting of con-
text blocks from different domains that include con-
trastive pairs and previous sentences with context in-
formation.
In the first set (hereafter, GDR-SRC+TGT), the dis-
ambiguating information for the contrastive pairs is
present in both the source and target languages, as il-
lustrated in Example 1 of Table 2. For this dataset, only
examples relevant for gender selection were included,
due to the difficulties in obtaining examples where the
informal register is marked in the source.
The second set (hereafter, COH-TGT) was created to
evaluate cases where, despite the absence in the source
language of the necessary information to make a cor-
rect selection of gender or register, the translation must
be contextually coherent in the target language (Exam-
ple 2 in Table 2). For this dataset, both gender and
register examples were included.
Each context block in either contrastive set consists of
(1) a sentence in Basque to be translated that contains
an ambiguous word in terms of gender or register; (2)
a context of up to 5 preceding sentences, which pro-
vides relevant information to predict the gender or reg-
ister of the ambiguous word; (3) a reference transla-
tion in Spanish; and (4) a contrastive translation, cre-
ated by switching the gender or register of the target
word. Note that, since the contrastive translations must
be grammatically correct, the necessary changes were
manually made to ensure agreement in terms of gender
and/or register within the context.
Context blocks that satisfied the established constraints
were identified in the monolingual corpora, in Basque
or Spanish, adhering to document boundaries. To find
appropriate gender-based contrastive examples, com-
monly used Spanish pronouns, nouns and adjectives
with dual gender forms were mined. In the case of reg-
ister, pronouns such as tú (informal you) or usted (for-
mal you) were mined in Spanish, and verbs in second
person in Basque. After manual inspection of the col-
lected data, incorrect matches were removed until 100
examples were obtained for each phenomenon.
In most cases, context blocks feature full contexts, al-
though the final corpora also contain blocks with fewer
than 5 context sentences. These cases were left as is
in the corpus, as they also represent typical situations
where contextual information is reduced, as is the case
for the first sentence of a text, for instance.
Antecedent distance was not artificially balanced in
order to maintain a relative variety among context
blocks and the actual representation in the corpus. Do-
main representation, as well as feminine/masculine and
formal/informal alternations were, however, balanced
to mitigate possible gender or register biases in the
machine-translated data.
Overall, there were thus 200 context blocks for each
of the three domains, 300 for the GDR-SRC+TGT test
set, split into 150 masculine and 150 feminine cases,
and 300 for the COH-TGT test set, split into 75 for each

gender in the target gender test, and 75 for each register,
formal and informal, in the target register set.

4. Models
To evaluate the previously described corpora and pro-
vide reference results, we trained baseline NMT mod-
els and context-aware variants. We describe them in
turn in the following sections.

4.1. Baseline models
As baselines, for both translation directions, we trained
Transformer-base models (Vaswani et al., 2017) with
6-layer encoders and decoders, feed-forward networks
of 2048 units, embeddings vectors of dimension 512,
8 attention heads and a dropout rate between layers of
0.1. All datasets were segmented with BPE (Sennrich
et al., 2016), with 30,000 operations, using the fastBPE
toolkit9. Sentences larger than 100 tokens were filtered
from the training set.
The baselines were trained with the MarianNMT
toolkit (Junczys-Dowmunt et al., 2018) on 2 GPUs
with 11GB of RAM each. Optimisation was performed
with Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2015), with α = 0.0003,
β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.98 and ϵ = 10−9. The learning
rate was set to increase linearly for the first 16,000
training steps and decrease afterwards proportionally
to the inverse square root of the corresponding step.
We used a working memory of 6000MB and automat-
ically chose the largest mini-batch that fit the specified
memory. The validation data was evaluated every 3500
steps, and the training process ended if there was no
improvement in the perplexity of 10 consecutive check-
points. Embeddings for source, target and output layer
were tied.

4.2. Context-aware Models
Our context-aware core approach consisted in an exten-
sion of the input, via sentence concatenation, without
any change to the architecture of the model (Tiedemann
and Scherrer, 2017). This approach was selected for its
simplicity and efficiency, as it obtained competitive re-
sults against more sophisticated approaches (Lopes et
al., 2020).
The extended input includes the context of the previous
n sentences, with an additional sentence break token
between the context and the current sentence. Different
variants were trained by using either source or target
language contexts, and either 1 or 5 context sentences.
As in the extended context model of Tiedemann and
Scherrer (2017), the output is a single sentence, regard-
less of the number of input sentences. We discarded
variants that allow more than one output sentence to
be generated, since they could not be directly evaluated
with our contrastive test sets.
The model parameters were initialised with those of the
trained baseline models, as this improved results and

9https://github.com/glample/fastBPE

https://github.com/glample/fastBPE
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EXAMPLE 1

SOURCE (EU) Hori nire arrebafem da.
Berak[?] zaindu zituen nire argazkiak.

TARGET (ES) Esa es mi hermanafem.
Ellafem cuidó mis fotos.

EN That’s my sister.
She took care of my photos.

EXAMPLE 2

SOURCE (EU) —Begira, Joaquin, haiek[?] bezala ezkonduta gaude. . .
—Haiek[?] bezala, ez, Antonia, haiek bezala, ez!

TARGET (ES) —Mira, Joaquı́n, que estamos casados como ellosmasc. . .
—¡Como ellosmasc no, Antonia, como ellosmasc, no!

EN —Look, Joaquı́n, we are married like them...
—Not like them, Antonia, not like them !

Table 2: Examples of discursive phenomena in Basque to Spanish translation

reduced training times, according to preliminary exper-
iments. Hyper-parameters were identical to the ones
described in Section 4.1.

5. Results
In this section, we describe and discuss the results ob-
tained with the different NMT models on the parallel
test sets (Section 5.1) and on the contrastive test sets
(Section 5.2).

5.1. Metrics Results
Metrics results were computed with the SacreBLEU
toolkit (Post, 2018) on cased detokenised output, in
terms of BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) and chrF
(Popović, 2015), in their default configurations. Statis-
tical significance was computed with paired bootstrap
resampling (Koehn, 2004). Results on the domain-
specific and merged datasets are shown in Table 3 and
Table 4 for Spanish to Basque and Basque to Spanish
translation, respectively.10

Overall, results were similar in both translation direc-
tions. Across domains, the best performing variants
used a single previous sentence as context, either on the
source side or on the target side. In the latter case, sta-
tistically significant improvements were obtained only
when using the reference context sentence; the more

10We indicate context-aware models with the follow-
ing naming convention: context-size:context-source, where
context-size denotes the number of context sentences used
for the evaluation, and context-source indicates either SRC,
when the context originates from the source language, and
TGT when it originates from the target language. Thus, 5:SRC

would denote a model trained and evaluated over blocks of 5
source context sentences. Additionally, for models that use
target context, we append the notation RF when the target
context used at inference time is composed of the reference
translations, and MT when the target context is composed of
target sentences as translated by the model; the latter option
is meant to evaluate a more realistic inference-time scenario,
where target context references are not available.

realistic use of machine-translated output as target con-
text performed on a par with the baseline overall.
Using a larger context of 5 sentences resulted in de-
graded performance across the board. Considering the
better results obtained when using only the previous
sentence as context, this degraded performance may be
attributed to the fact that the relevant contextual infor-
mation tends to occur in the previous sentence, with
additional contextual information acting as noise. De-
termining whether this is actually the case would re-
quire manual examination of each context block in the
parallel test sets, which was beyond the scope of this
work. We performed this type of manual analysis on
the contrastive sets, as described in the next section.
In terms of specific domains, the largest improvements
with the 1:SRC variants were obtained on the EiTB test
set, while those obtained with 1:TGT:RF were similar
across domains. These results indicate that the charac-
teristics of contextual information may vary depend-
ing on the domain, making it necessary to evaluate
context-aware models on datasets that allow for sep-
arate domain-specific evaluation.

5.2. Contrastive Results
In Table 5, we indicate the percentage of cases where
each system selected the correct answer in the source-
target gender contrastive test sets. On a par with the
metrics results previously described, the use of context
information improved markedly over the baseline on
this task, in all cases.
Using a single context sentence was also more benefi-
cial overall than using the 5 previous context sentences,
as was the case in terms of metrics results, although
with smaller differences between context-aware vari-
ants than between variants and the baseline. Using the
previous sentence in either the source or the target side
resulted in minor differences, indicating that sufficient
information was available on either side to determine
the correct answer. This result was expected for this
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MODEL
MERGED EITB EHUHAC OPENSUBS

BLEU CHRF BLEU CHRF BLEU CHRF BLEU CHRF

BASELINE 22.7 54.4 27.5 59.8 15.6 48.0 21.8 50.5

1:SRC 23.3† 54.8† 28.2† 60.3† 15.9 48.4† 22.3 51.0†

1:TGT:RF 23.1† 54.8† 27.9 60.1 16.1† 48.6† 22.6† 50.9
1:TGT:MT 22.9 54.3 27.9 59.7 15.6 47.9 21.9 50.2

5:SRC 21.6† 52.9† 25.9† 58.1† 15.0† 46.8† 21.4 49.6†

5:TGT:RF 22.2† 53.5† 26.5† 58.7† 15.5 47.3† 22.5 50.5
5:TGT:MT 22.0† 53.5† 26.3† 58.7† 15.3 47.3† 21.7 50.1

Table 3: Metrics results for Spanish to Basque translation; † indicates statistically significant results against the
baseline, for p < 0.05; best performing systems, significantly better than the baseline and without statistically
significant differences between them, are shown in bold

MODEL
MERGED EITB EHUHAC OPENSUBS

BLEU CHRF BLEU CHRF BLEU CHRF BLEU CHRF

BASELINE 31.2 54.6 38.5 61.7 22.7 47.1 25.5 47.2

1:SRC 31.7† 55.0† 39.2† 62.2† 23.1 47.5† 25.4 47.4
1:TGT:RF 31.9† 55.2† 39.2† 62.2† 23.4† 47.8† 26.1† 47.7†

1:TGT:MT 31.5† 54.8 38.9† 61.8 22.9 47.4 25.1 47.0

5:SRC 29.9† 53.4† 36.8† 60.2† 21.9† 46.1† 24.3† 46.1†

5:TGT:RF 29.4† 52.9† 36.0† 59.6† 21.6† 45.7† 24.5† 46.0†

5:TGT:MT 29.1† 52.6† 35.8† 59.3† 21.4† 45.4† 23.7† 45.6†

Table 4: Metrics results for Basque to Spanish translation; † indicates statistically significant results against the
baseline, for p < 0.05; best performing systems, significantly better than the baseline and without statistically
significant differences between them, are shown in bold

test set, where antecedent information is present in both
languages.

The higher scores obtained overall when the correct an-
swer was masculine, a marked tendency in these re-
sults for the baseline and all model variants, can be at-
tributed to the predominance of this gender in the train-
ing sets. Selecting the feminine gender as the correct
option proved more difficult for all models, showing
some of the limits of the use of context to properly dis-
ambiguate gender in the implemented approach.

As shown in Table 6, where the relevant context in-
formation is present only in the target side, context-
aware models also outperformed the baseline in most
cases, although source-context models were worse than
the baselines on the Parliament feminine sets, the TED
masculine set with a single context sentence, and the
Literature feminine set with 5 context sentences. Here
too, selected translations on masculine sets were more
accurate than on feminine ones. Models based on tar-
get information were also more accurate than source-
based ones with similar context size, which was ex-
pected considering that context information is located
on the target side in this test set.

One notable difference with the results obtained on
the source-target gender test sets is that the use of a
larger context was beneficial overall on this task in

most cases; this was the case using either source or tar-
get side information. To measure whether the differ-
ences between selection results on the GDR-SRC+TGT
and COH-TGT sets were due to a difference in the lo-
cation of the relevant contextual information, we man-
ually analysed the datasets in both cases to locate said
information.

The distribution was similar overall, with the follow-
ing data for the source and target context respectively:
64.67% and 62.00% of cases where the disambiguating
information is in the first context sentence; 20.67% and
19.33% in the second sentence; 9.33% and 10.00% in
the third; 2.00% and 7.33% in the fourth; 3.33% and
1.33% in the fifth.

This preponderance of disambiguating elements in the
first context sentence may have contributed to the
slightly better results obtained on the GDR-SRC+TGT
test set with models limited to one previous sentence
as context, with the remaining context acting as noise
on models operating on larger contexts. However, with
close to 40% of cases where the relevant information is
located beyond the first sentence, the impact of larger
contexts is expected to be significant as well. Differ-
ences in impact of larger contexts would benefit from
further analysis, which we leave for future work.

Finally, the results on the contrastive target register test
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MODEL MERGED
LITERATURE PARLIAMENT TED

MASC FEM MASC FEM MASC FEM

BASELINE 53.67 68.00 32.00 84.00 36.00 76.00 26.00

1:SRC 71.00 80.00 64.00 94.00 56.00 88.00 44.00
1:TGT 71.33 82.00 64.00 92.00 54.00 82.00 54.00

5:SRC 69.67 78.00 60.00 90.00 50.00 90.00 50.00
5:TGT 66.00 76.00 52.00 90.00 50,00 80.00 48.00

Table 5: Percentage of correct gender answers on the GDR-SRC+TGT test set for Basque to Spanish translation

MODEL MERGED
LITERATURE PARLIAMENT TED

MASC FEM MASC FEM MASC FEM

BASELINE 51.33 76.00 28.00 92.00 12.00 72.00 28.00

1:SRC 52.67 88.00 28.00 100.00 4.00 56.00 40.00
1:TGT 60.67 88.00 44.00 96.00 28.00 68.00 44.00

5:SRC 56.00 76.00 20.00 100.00 4.00 80.00 56.00
5:TGT 64.67 100.00 48.00 96.00 12.00 84.00 48.00

Table 6: Percentage of correct gender answers on the COH-TGT test sets for Basque to Spanish translation

MODEL MERGED
LITERATURE PARLIAMENT TED

FORMAL INFORMAL FORMAL INFORMAL FORMAL INFORMAL

BASELINE 56.67 24.00 88.00 56.00 64.00 48.00 60.00

1:SRC 62.00 32.00 84.00 76.00 60.00 56.00 64.00
1:TGT 75.33 64.00 88.00 68.00 84.00 64.00 84.00

5:SRC 50.00 24.00 60.00 68.00 40.00 56.00 52.00
5:TGT 84.00 80.00 92.00 88.00 84.00 68.00 92.00

Table 7: Percentage of correct register answers on the COH-TGT test sets for Basque to Spanish translation

sets are shown in Table 7. Models trained on target
context outperformed the baseline in all cases, and the
variants based on source context in most, as expected
in this case as well – the latter were even outperformed
by the baselines in 5 cases out of 12, and performed
similarly in 1 other case.
Even more markedly than with target gender results,
using larger context information was beneficial overall
for target-based models on the register test set, indicat-
ing that these models could exploit the relevant infor-
mation beyond the closest context.

6. Conclusion
We described TANDO, a multi-domain document-level
corpus for the under-resourced Basque-Spanish lan-
guage pair, shared for research purposes. The corpus
is composed of parallel data from three different do-
mains, covering literature, news and subtitles, and has
been prepared with context-level information. Addi-
tionally, we prepared contrastive test sets for targeted
evaluations of gender and register contextual phenom-
ena, on both source and target language sides.
To establish the usefulness of the corpus, we trained

and evaluated baseline Transformer models, and
context-aware variants based on context concatenation
that exploited the context of either the source or the
target language. Our results indicate that the corpus is
suitable for fine-grained evaluations of document-level
machine translation, with context-aware variants out-
performing the sentence-level baselines in most scenar-
ios, on both parallel and contrastive test sets.

Overall, model variants relying on a single context sen-
tence performed slightly better than those based on
larger contexts on the parallel test sets and the gen-
der contrastive sets with relevant information in both
source or target sides. On target contrastive sets, for
both gender and register, models operating on larger
contexts obtained markedly better results. Gender bi-
ases in the training data were reflected in the results
for the contrastive sets, with lower accuracy obtained
across the board on contrastive feminine gender.

In future work, we will further analyse the TANDO
data, in particular, the location of relevant sources
of contextual information, and evaluate additional
context-aware modelling alternatives on the corpus.
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